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it’s tough 
to do paper- 
work in the 

dark!

it’s a shame we 
WEre “in the dark” 
about generator 

SAFETY!

Don’t be in the dark!

See pages 27-35

I wonder if
lightsticks
are tax-

deductible!



Some soldiers try to PMCS their equipment just with the steps listed in the operator’s 
TM. When it comes to the specific items that need lubrication, they work from 
memory.  
 Unfortunately, memory isn’t always reliable. As a result, lube points are missed or 
the wrong lubes are used. Eventually, moving parts lock up from no lube or the wrong 
lube. In war, that could mean a death sentence. During normal operations you could 
find yourself stuck in the middle of nowhere with equipment needing major work.  
 So PMCS without the LO is a no go. When you go to do PMCS, take the -10 TM 
AND the LO. Follow them both to the letter, remembering these tips: 
• Look at the back of the LO first. The notes there have critical info you’ll need for 
the lubing instructions in the front, like how many squirts of the lube gun to give each 
fitting. 
• Remember that dirt (or sand) and lube don’t mix. If you pump lube in that has 
dirt or sand in it, you’re hurting—not helping—your equipment. So wipe off fittings 
before you connect the grease gun and keep grease containers capped to seal out dirt. 
• If grease doesn’t seem to be going into the fitting and you feel backpressure, try 
cleaning the fitting with a piece of wire. Then make sure the grease gun snaps on the 
fitting. Most of the time that should unplug fittings. If it doesn’t, tell your mechanic. 
 Just remember the LO is the way to go at PMCS time.

PMCS With No LO?  No GO!PMCS With No LO?  No GO!

says here now 
we need to do 
all required 
lubrication.

did you bring 
the lo?

LO? Phht. I don’t 
need no stinkin’ lo! 
I can remember 
what needs lubing.

uh-oh. 
famous 
last 

words.
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Think safety when performing self-recovery and recovery operations with your 
Stryker’s winch. Here are two things to pay special attention to:
• Make sure the driver’s hatch is closed and no one is standing closer than twice the 
distance of the payed-out cable. That’s in case the cable snaps under load. If that 
happens, the cable can whip back and injure or kill anyone in its path.
• Lower the wire cutter during winching operations. The cable is routed very close 
to the wire cutter, so it can hit and bend the cutter. That rubbing can also wear on the 
cable and make it more likely to snap.

Winchcableisrouted
nearwirecutter…

…sowirecutter
iseasilybent

Stryker…

Winch Warnings
hey! 
watch 
out!

that’s not a 
good place to 
be if my winch 
cable snaps!
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A slow or balky ramp could be a sign of hydraulic problems on your Stryker, 
crewmen. A quick check of the hydraulic level will tell you for sure.
 Open the rear service hatch and 
eyeball the vertical tube at the 
back. If the fluid is 1/4 to 1/2 full in 
the tube, the hydraulic level is OK.
 If the hydraulic level is too 
high—above 1/2 full—hydraulic 
seals will blow. Too low—below 
1/4 full—and you’ll have trouble 
raising and lowering the ramp.
 The annunciator panel should 
flash and sound if the hydraulic 
fluid drops below 6 1/2 gallons.

Tube1/4to1/2full?Levelisgood

Stryker…

Got Ramp Problems?
the ramp 

won’t lower!
what 

gives??

could be the 
hydraulic fluid 
is low. better 

check it.
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high-pressure water is a sure way to remove stubborn dirt from your tank, crewmen. 
It’s also a sure way to damage components like the muzzle reference sensor (MRS).
 The PMCS section of the -10-1 TMs specifically prohibits the use of high- pressure 
water on the MRS. High-pressure forces water inside the MRS and it’s damaged.
 So how do you clean the MRS? Follow these steps:
1. Depress the main gun until the MRS can be reached. If the MRS on your tank is 
tritium-powered, handle it carefully. If you can’t see any illumination through the 
inspection window lens, double-wrap the MRS in plastic and tell your mechanic. If 
you see illumination, go to step 2.

2. Fill the plastic squeeze bottle, NSN 8125-01-134-5409, from the crosswind sensor 
cleaning kit with clean water.
3. Squirt a gentle stream of water at the two MRS lenses to flush away dirt and dust 
particles.
4. Soak lens paper, NSN 6640-00-285-4694, with lens cleaning compound, NSN 
6850-00-227-1887. Clean both lenses with a gentle, circular motion.
 

Tritium MRS,
NSN 1240-01-

Electronic MRS,
NSN 1240-01-

Tank

M1/IPM1

M1A1 475-0276

M1A2 SEP 475-0275 

324-2217
275-0077
409-0784
380-3125
276-6628
313-8932
444-6558
356-5887  

475-0278

Lookforilluminationthrough
inspectionwindowlens

5. Let the lenses air-dry.
6. Eyeball the lenses. If you see gouges or scratches, tell your mechanic.

Noillumination?Double-wrap
MRSinplastic

…andmainlens
withlenspaper

Clean inspection
window lens…

M1-SeriesTanks… backoffthe
pressure

whoA!
my muzzle
reference 
sensor may 
be dirty, but 

that’s not the 
right way to 

clean it!

Mechanics,
if you have
to replace 
the MRS,
make sure

you order the
new battery-

powered
electronic 
MRS. Order 
from this 

list…

I’ll put away 
the hose and use 
a soft touch on 

your mrs!

thanks,
pal!
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Mechanics, the tank’s 
breechblock plunger tool, 
shown as Fig 9 in App D 
of TM 9-2350-388-20-2-4, 
has been modified to make 
your job a little easier.
 The tool is used to 
depress the detent plunger 
so you can remove the 
extractor shaft when 
disassembling the 120mm 
main gun’s breechblock for 
cleaning during PMCS.
 A dirty or damaged 
plunger sometimes gets 
stuck. So wrench flats 
were added to one end 
of the handle. Once the 
extractor shaft has been 
removed, the wrench flats 
can be inserted into the 
hole to turn, loosen and 
help remove the plunger.
 The tool’s tip size has 
changed, too. It should 
be machined to 3/16 inch 
instead of 1/4 inch. So 
you can get new ones 
made or get your old tools 
modified.

Description

Material

Fabricating
RequirementsStock

1015/1025

MIL-E-22200

Steel,
round stock,
3/4-in dia x
14 inches 

Electrode,
welding,
steel filler,
1/8 inch 

1. Cut two pieces,
one 5 inches and
one 9 inches.

2. Weld two pieces
forming a
5-inch handle (1)
and 9-inch shaft (2).
Grind or machine shaft
tip (3) to size shown.

 The newly modified tool is also being added to App 
D of TM 9-2350-264-20-2-4 and TM 9-2350-288-20-
2-4. Your DS maintenance will fabricate the tool using 
the following materials and instructions:

M1-Series
Tanks… Tool 

Change 
Is 

Good!

Guess I’d 
better get 

started 
cleaning 

your
breech-
block!

whoa! haven’t 
you heard!? 
that breech-

block plunger 
tool needs to 
be modified!!
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Loose hardware may be a problem on some -A3 Bradley and BFIST vehicle 
distribution boxes (VDB), NSN 6110-01-465-1847.

 If you find a VDB with one of the serial numbers, remove the vehicle ground 
cable—if the VDB is inside the vehicle—following the instructions in WP 0582 00 
in TM 9-2350-294-20-1-4. Then flip over to WP 0621 00 and follow the instructions 
for removing the VDB so you can turn it in to DS maintenance.
 The complete scoop is in TACOM maintenance advisory message 06-003.

L0433-S,L0441-S,L0442-S,L0448-S
throughL0472-S,L0474-Sthrough
L0479-S,L0481-S,L0483-Sthrough
L0495-S,L0497-SthroughL0518-S,
L0520-S,L0523-S,L0527-Sthrough
L0530-S,L0532-S,L0533-S,L0536-S,
L0537-S,L0540-S,L0544-S,L0545-S,
L0547-SthroughL0551-S,L0554-S
throughL0560-S,L0563-Sthrough
L0565-S,L0567-S,L0568-S,L0570-S,
L0573-SthroughL0577-S,L0579-S
throughL0584-S,L0589-S,L0590-S,
L0594-SthroughL0598-S,L0600-S,
L0603-SthroughL0609-S,L0611-S,
L0613-SthroughL0616-S,L0619-S,
L0621-S,L0622-S,L0625-S,L0628-S,
L0633-S,L0663-S,andL0667-S.

 Loose bolts and washers can hold the 
bus bar against the circuit breakers, causing 
intermittent power loss and arcing. The VDB 
circuit breakers affected are CB13 (50-amp 
cold start switch), CB14 (105-amp power unit 
access door switch), and CB20 (105-amp rear 
ramp switch).

Check 
VDB 
PDQ

M2A3/M3A3
Bradleys,
M7A3BFIST…

Check 
VDB 
PDQ

Mechanics, check 
the VDBs on all 

of your unit’s -A3 
Bradleys for the 
following serial 

numbers…

SomeVDBs
haveloose
internal
hardware

I don’t 
get it… we 
keep losing 
electrical 

power!

hmm… seems like I 
remember reading 

something about a vdb 
problem causing that.
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Dear Sergeant D.C.,
 Sure can. The use of 15W40 oil is not authorized for the M88A1’s XT1410-4 
transmission. The viscosity of multi-grade oil causes pressure problems that can 
damage the transmission and make your vehicle NMC.
 OE/HDO-10 is what’s authorized for the transmission. However, TACOM is 
changing the lubrication chart from OE/HDO-10 to the CAT 10 oil currently used 
in the M88A2’s XT1410-5A transmission.
 Initial testing with CAT 10 oil in M88A1s in Kuwait has shown an improvement 
in steering response and a decrease in the need to change out clutch plates.
 Get a quart of CAT 10 with NSN 9150-01-424-7696, five gallons with NSN 
9150-01-424-7692, and 55 gallons with NSN 9150-01-424-7698.

M88A1RecoveryVehicle…

What’s the Right Oil?
smitty said we 

could use 15W40 oil 
in the transmission, 
but the lo says to 

use oe/HDO-10.

what 
should 
I do?

hmm… that’s a 
tough one. I bet 
msg half-mast 

will know!

Dear Half-Mast,
 Can you give me the straight scoop on what type of oil to use in our 
M88A1 recovery vehicle’s transmission? We’ve heard that it’s okay to
use 15W40 oil, but the lube instructions say to use OE/HDO-10.

SFC D.C.   
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The gear selector lever and hand throttle control lever knobs on some Paladins and 
ammo carriers are nearly identical. Both are round, ball-type knobs that feel the same 
to the touch. That can lead to a case of mistaken identity.
 Recently, an accident happened when 
a Paladin driver reached over to move 
the throttle lever. Instead, he accidentally 
grabbed and moved the gear selector. The 
vehicle lunged forward, injuring another 
soldier and damaging other equipment 
near the vehicle.
 To prevent such accidents, you should 
inspect your vehicles now and replace 
any round gear selector knobs you find 
with a T-handle assembly.
 The new T-handle comes with NSN 
5340-01-373-4748. You’ll also need 
a roll pin, NSN 5315-00-814-3531, to 
mount the T-handle.
 The complete scoop’s in TACOM ground precautionary message 05-011. Need a 
copy? Check it out on the AEPS website:

https://aeps2.ria.army.mil/commodity/gpm /tacom_wn/05/gpm05-011.html
 You’ll need your AKO or AEPS username and password to access the site.

Replace round gear selector knobs with 
T-handle, NSN 5340-01-373-4748

A Case of Mistaken Identity

M109A6 Paladin,
M992A2 Ammo Carrier…

A Case of Mistaken Identity
hey, good 

news! I got a 
new t-handle 
for your gear 

selector! great! no 
more cases 
of mistaken 

identity!
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Dear Editor,
 Your article on Pages 10-11 of PS 637 (Dec 05) for troubleshooting 
HMMWVs with the 4L80E electronic transmissions was very helpful. But 
we’ve come up with a few more things that can help save units a lot of time 
when troubleshooting.

 Before you attempt to diagnose electronic transmission problems:

• Write down the trouble 
codes from the vehicle’s 
computer as they flash 
over the transmission 
lamp located next to the 
shift lever. Remember, 
codes 12 and 63 will 
always appear and should 
be disregarded. Next, 
clear the codes and 
road test the vehicle. 
Then check to see which 
trouble codes are still 
reported. That eliminates 
false codes and saves 
troubleshooting time.

-- Make sure you have all of the 
proper diagnostic test equipment 
you need. That includes a 
multimeter, the throttle positioning 
sensor (TPS) block gauge, NSN 
4820-01-179-4869, and the 
special purpose tool kit, NSN 
5180-01-410-8467. This kit 
includes the following:

NSNItem

Diagnostic
switch cable
TPS cable
Seal installer* 
Seal installer* 
Drive handle*

6150-01-410-8215

6150-01-412-7774
5120-01-414-1849
5120-01-437-0480
5120-01-026-1666

*Theseitemsarenotrequired
fordiagnostictesting.

• When multiple codes are reported by the computer, always troubleshoot 
the lowest code first and then work your way up. The higher-numbered codes 
are sometimes the result of the lower-numbered codes. So if you fix the 
lower codes first, you’ll often find some of the higher codes will disappear.
 Before changing out an “inoperable” 4L80E transmission, do the following:

• Check all transmission sensor connections. Most problems are caused by 
loose or corroded wiring connections. After checking the connections, clear 
the trouble codes and road test the vehicle to see if that clears up
the problems.

More4L80E
Tranny Trouble-

shooting

M998A2-SeriesandUp-armoredHMMWVs…

More4L80E
Tranny Trouble-

shooting

Getspecialtools
fortesting

Diagnostic
switchcable

Multimeter

TPS
block
gauge

TPStest
cable

problems 
with my 4l80E 
transmission 

are easy 
to trouble-

shoot…

…if you 
know 

what to 
look 
for.

Writedown
troublecode
flashesfrom
transmission
lamp

More4L80E
Tranny Trouble-

shooting
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 A training video–TVT 55-62, HMMWV A2 Electronic 4-speed 
Transmission–is also available. The video focuses on the transmission’s 
electronic components’ location, function and interaction and includes a 
section on “common problems” that covers diagnostic test codes.
 Check with your local TACOM LAR for a copy, or order it direct from 
the Defense Automated Visual Information System/Defense Instructional 
Technology Information System (DAVIS/DITIS) website:

http://dodimagery.afis.osd.mil
 Click on PIN/ICN Search in the left-hand column. On the next page, enter 
711363 in the PIN/ICN block and click Search. Click on the video title, add 
the item to your shopping cart and follow the instructions.
   
  Jim Hillman
  TACOM LAR
  Korea

-- If you’ve never worked with this type of transmission, consult with an 
experienced mechanic or TACOM LAR to get the help you need.
-- If the truck’s batteries have been serviced or replaced, it is important 
to properly reconnect the two power wires for the transmission control 
module (TCM). Do it wrong and the TCM gets 24 volts instead of the 
required 12. That burns up the TCM.
-- Eyeball the transmission relay harness, which is located next to the 
batteries. If this harness ends up on top of the panel that separates the 
batteries and the relays, it may get cut when the passenger’s seat is taken 
out and put back in. This will result in a no-shift mode and the transmission 
will be unable to change gears.
-- Check the 
TPS voltage 
output signals. 
The TPS is 
used to send 
a signal to the 
TCM letting it 
know when to 
shift. The TPS 
may need to 
be adjusted or 
replaced.

Check
voltage
output
signals
onTPS

Editor’s note:  Whew! That’s a lot of troubleshooting 
help, Mr. Hillman. And very much appreciated by 
mechanics everywhere!

I’m glad we 
ordered this 

video!

yeah. it 
should 
really 

help with 
our hmmwv 

transmission 
trouble-
shooting!
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Dear Sergeant M.S.F.,
 Yep. We’ve received several inquiries about HMMWV wheel studs and nuts. 
 The high op-tempo of HMMWVs in theater (southwest Asia) means you have to 
inspect for loose or damaged studs and nuts more often than semi-annually.
 Loose stud nuts lead to serious shaking problems. So make sure studs and nuts are 
properly cleaned, inspected and tightened. Here’s how:
• While the wheel is off, use 
a wire brush to break loose 
sand from studs. Clean the 
studs with soap and water and 
allow them to dry completely.
• Look for studs that are 
cracked, broken, rusted, 
pitted, bent or loose. Pay 
special attention to the 
threads. Replace damaged 
studs.
• Stud nuts have to be 
tightened gradually and 
in the proper sequence 
to avoid bent and broken 
studs. Follow the tightening 
order shown on Page 8-7 of 
TM 9-2320-280-20-2 and  
-387-24-1 and to the right.
 Tighten all the nuts by 
hand first, then torque the 
nuts to 90-110 lb-ft following 
the proper pattern.

Torquenutsto
90-110lb-ft

1

2

5

3

8 6

4

7

Tightenandtorquenuts
usingthispattern

Dear Half-Mast,
   We are experiencing
problems with the wheel studs
on our unit’s HMMWVs. The
studs are shearing off while
the vehicles are in operation.
Are other units having this
same problem?

 SFC M.S.F.

HMMWVs… Keep Wheel Studs 
and Nuts in Place

Checkstudthreads
fordamage
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Dear Editor,
 The angle of the oil return line on the rear of the M1070 tractor’s air 
compressor allows it to rub against the transmission oil line just below it.
 Enough rubbing results in a leak. And a leaking oil return line makes your 
truck NMC.

 We put a stop to this rubbing problem by turning the oil return line’s elbow 
fitting, NSN 4730-00-231-4009, counterclockwise slightly. That raises 
the oil return line enough to keep the two lines from touching.

 Curtis Knott
 Technical Inspector
 ITT/AMC Qatar

Editor’s note: An excellent suggestion, 
Mr. Knott! Mechanics, snub those rubs by 

making this elbow adjustment.

Oilreturnlinerubsagainst
transmissionoilline

Turnelbowfittingcounter-
clockwisetopreventrubbing

Keep Oil Lines Separate
M1070HET…

Keep Oil Lines Separate
if there’s one 
thing I can’t 

stand…

… it’s 
rubbing oil 

hoses!
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Operators, read and heed the info on Page 2-69 of TM 9-2320-386-10 when it 
comes to slave-starting the 2 1/2-ton extended service program (ESP) trucks.
 That is, turn off all electrical switches, especially the CTIS control box, before 
slaving the vehicle. 
 If the control box is left on while slaving, a high electrical spike can short out 
the box, causing it to fail. A burned out control box means you can’t regulate the 
truck’s tire pressure. That’s bad news if you need the extra traction in rough or 
sandy terrain.

21/2-TonESPTrucks…

Turn off Switches!
we’re hooked 

up… you did turn 
off the ctis box, 

didn’t you?

nah… 
why do 
that?

uh… I 
guess 
that’s 
why.

So play it 
safe. Turn 

off all 
electrical 
switches, 

especially 
the CTIS 
control 

box, before 
slave-

starting the 
vehicle.



 If you get a 220/001 shelter fault 
isolation test failure when you try 
to print AN/TPQ-36(V)8 Firefinder 
output, check to see if the printer has 
jammed or is out of paper. Codes of 
140 or 210 can also be caused by printer 
problems. Save troubleshooting by 
making the printer the first check.

 Go online. The FIREFINDER GLOBAL 
SUPPORT CENTER website has a wealth 
of info:
• technical publications
• knowledge database, including a means 
to report a problem/incident
• system description and contact info
• field incident reports
• online support and user manual
• links to other helpful Internet sites
 Be sure to check out the three 
maintenance bulletins (MB) that 
Tobyhanna Army Depot has put on the site 
to help AN/TPQ-36(V)8 Firefinder units: 
MB 171, Relocation of the CD-ROM; 
MB 172, Relocation of the SINCGARS 
Radios and W55 Cable Repair; and MB 
173, Radar Processor Coherent Oscillator 
Modification and Shelter Door Ground 
Replacement.

 Never push the AN/TPQ-37 60-
KW generator past 115 volts. That 
can cause the power distribution box 
and low-voltage power supply drawer 
to overheat. The output of the generator 
is set at 115 volts and that’s where it 
should stay. 
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The site’s address is 

https://rdit.army.mil/
firefinder/menu.cfm

You will 
need to

apply for a 
password to 

access it. 

The AN/TPQ-36 and -37 
Firefinders are getting lots 
of work in Iraq spotting 

enemy activity.

But the Firefinder takes 
lots of attention 

from you if it’s going to 
find much fire.

Here’s 
how to 

keep your 
Firefinder 
fired up…

hey!
back off my 
generator!

220/001 fault? y’know, it 
may just be the printer is 

out of paper.

buddy, 
we’re

gonna give 
you a real 
pm work-

out!

all
right! I’m

getting 
fired up 
about 

tracking 
enemy fire!
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 Pay attention to the Firefinder transmitter cooler. The cooler is what keeps the 
transmitter cool enough to operate. To operate correctly, the cooler needs the correct 
glycol, NSN 6810-00-006-4205. To make sure you have enough glycol in the cooler, 
you must do a specific gravity test every other week.
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Makesure:

 Update your pubs. A new edition 
of the Firefinder’s TM 11-6605-308-
12&P for MAPS and MAPS-H comes 
out in 2006. Make sure you get a copy.

Turn-inandShipment
 The Army is running short of Firefinder dynamic reference units-hybrid (DRUH) 
and -37 speedometer interface units (SIU). If you have DRUHs or SIUs that aren’t 
being used or need repair, send them to Tobyhanna ASAP. For shipping instructions, 
contact Tobyhanna’s Ed Sabecky at (570) 895-8792 or email:

edward.f.sabecky@tobyhanna.army.mil
or contact Cindy Evans at (570) 895-8098 or email:

cindy.evans@tobyhanna.army.mil
 If you have the old dynamic reference unit (NSN 6605-01-334-9447, PN 
HG9083D), turn it in so it can be upgraded to a DRUH.

Checkcoolerwithspecificgravitytesteveryotherweek

 Remember to roll up the air intake 
cover before start up. Otherwise, the 
air conditioning unit relay trips and you 
can’t operate. To reset the relay, remove 
the intake cover and use a pencil or small 
screwdriver to push down on the relay 
switch located at the bottom of the control 
panel. Depress the switch until you hear 
a click. There will be a 30-second delay 
before the system powers up. 

Rollupairintakecoverbeforestartup

• allMAPS(modular
azimuthpositioning
system)cablesandair
linesaredisconnected
beforeyoupullthe
truckawayfrom
theATG(antenna
transceivergroup)

• the-37trailertracksarealignedright

• theactuator
lock-downpin
issecured

info on checking the 
cooler is on Page 3-62 
in TM 11-5840-355-20-1 
and info on mixing the 

glycol is on Page 3-113.

got my 
newest 
tm yet?

Don’t remove line 
replaceable units 

(LRU) before
sending your Fire-
finder to depot 

for repair.

LRUs are in short 
supply and 

without them the 
Firefinder’s return 
to the field will 

be delayed.

if you are having problems 
like “keyboard works only 

sometimes”, write the problem 
on a tag and attach it to the 
Firefinder. This speeds up 

repair.

Every Firefinder is shipped 
with a protective cover. Keep 
the cover and use it any time 
the Firefinder is transported 
to protect the system from 

damage.
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Snipers need to check if their rifle is the XM107 version. If it is, it should be upgraded 
to an M107 by having MWO 9-1005-239-55-1 applied. 
 The MWO adds a new bolt carrier pin and a cheek pad, modifies the charging 
handle, and moves the set bump. 
 How do you tell if you have an XM107 and not an M82 or M107 sniper rifle? 
The XM107 has a full rail with a front sight that is not embedded in the rail. Most 
XM107s have “XM107” stamped on the receiver, although this isn’t always true. If 
the rifle’s serial number is lower than 7269, it’s an XM107. If the XM107 has been 
modified, the “X” will be stamped out.

XM107. No LAR? Contact TACOM- Rock Island at DSN 793-5854/(309) 782- 5854 
or DSN 793-7625/(309) 782-7625 or email debon@ria.army.mil

Repair
 If your XM107 or M107 ever needs repair, contact your TACOM LAR or the 
phone numbers or email listed above. They will give you instructions on how to send 
your rifle to the manufacturer for repair.

 If you have an XM107, do not try to send it to the manufacturer to have the 
MWO done. You will just waste your time and the manufacturer’s. You must go 
through TACOM for the MWO. There are no ifs, ands or buts–that’s the only 
way.
 If you have a local TACOM logistics assistance representative (LAR), contact 
him for help on what forms you need to fill out and for shipping instructions for your  

XM107SniperRifle…

Converting 

Your XM107

SmallArms…

Hey!  I Got 
Your Dummies 
Right Here!

Dummy NSNWeapon

M2 machine gun
M249 machine gun/M16 rifle
aM60/M240 machine gun

MK 19 machine gun
M9 pistol        

1305-00-028-6384
1305-00-764-8437
1305-00-926-4009 (100 rounds linked)
1305-00-460-2600 (220 rounds linked)
1310-01-154-6525
1305-01-206-8351

Notenough
dummyammo
aroundthe
armsroom,
armorers?
Here’swhat
youneedto
ordermore:

th’ good news 
is you’re gonna 
be upgraded to 

an m107.

good news 
and bad news, 

big guy.

Th’ bad news is 
you’re gonna be 

away for
a while.

that’s good 
news! I 

could use a 
vacation!

XM107hasfullrailwithfrontsight
notembeddedintherail…

…andhasaserialnumber
lowerthan7629
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Dear Lieutenant D.T.,
 Sure. Part of the 
problem may be that you 
have older magazines 
that have excessive 
phosphate coating inside 
the magazine tube. This 
can cause jamming. The 
solution is to use a metal 
bore or chamber brush to 
remove the finish. Then 
coat the magazine inside 
and out, along with the 
spring and follower, with 
solid film lubricant. Do 
this with any magazine 
not marked “May 04”.

Dear Sergeant M.B.,
 Good question. WP 0008 00-1 in TM 9-1005-313-10 used 
to say to switch to #2 setting if blanks are producing so much 
carbon that it’s slowing down the M240. But that’s been 
changed in the new change to the TM to fire only on the #1 
setting. If the gun slows down from too much carbon, you 
should stop and clean the weapon. #2 should be used only in 
combat emergencies with live ammo. The best way to prevent 
blank problems is to properly clean and lube your M240. 
 Eventually, the M240B version will
use only a single port gas plug.

 Magazines the Army purchased after May 04 
don’t have the phosphate coating, so that’s no longer 
a problem (it usually says “May 04” on these newer 
magazines). You can order these magazines with 
NSN 1005-01-204-4376.
 But much of preventing magazine problems boils 
down to basic PM. Take apart all magazines that 
have been exposed to sand during a mission and 
clean them thoroughly with a toothbrush and rag, 
including the ammo itself. But don’t use CLP or any 
other lube. They attract sand.  

What
setting for 

blanks?

Cleanoffphosphate
coatingwithbore
brush

Cleanmagazine,follower,spring
andammowithbrushandrag

M9
Pistol… Read Up on Desert Magazine PM

M240-Series
MachineGun… What

setting for 
blanks?

uh-oh. my magazine
has jammed again.
you shouldn’t have 

used clp to clean it!

luckily, I know 
another

magazine that 
can help us out!

it also 
helps to 

keep spare 
magazines in 
a ziploc bag 
that seals 
out sand.

Dear Half-Mast,
   When you’re firing blanks
with the M240 machine gun,
what is the best setting
for the gas regulator?

        SSG M.B.

Dear Half-Mast,
   We are having a real problem with the M9 pistol magazines not
feeding right in the desert. If you load them with more than five rounds,
they jam. Any suggestions?
      LT D.T.
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If you have any of the following masks sitting around the NBC room, it’s time to 
turn them in. They’re no longer supported by the Army and are going to be type 
classified as obsolete.
• M25A1 combat vehicle mask
• M24 aircraft mask 
• M43/M43A1 types I and II aviator mask
• M49 aviation mask
 The M25A1 has been replaced by the M42A2 combat vehicle mask, NSN 4240-
01-413-4100 (small), -4101 (medium), -4102 (large).
 If you fly AH-64s, the M24, M43 type I, and M43A1 type I are replaced with the 
M48 AH-64 aviator mask, NSN 4240-01-386-0198 (small), -4686 (medium), -0201 
(large), and -0207 (X-large). 
 If you fly aircraft other than AH-64s, the M24, M43 type II, M43A1 type II, and 
M49 are replaced by the M45 aircraft mask, NSN 4240-01-414-4034 (X-small),  
-4035 (small), -4051 (medium), - 4052 (large).

Turn 
in Old  
Masks

Out with 
the old,
in with

the new. 
these old 
masks are
obsolete!

For more info, see 
TACOM maintenance 
advisory message

05-047.

Questions? Contact 
TACOM’s Douglas 

Vanatta at DSN 793-
3053/(309) 782-3053 

or email

douglas.e.vanatta@
us.army.mil
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Units are turning in the ACADA or its M88 detector without following proper turn-
in procedures—and that’s causing problems. 
 Proper turn-in of the ACADA or M88 means it must first meet -10/20 PMCS 
standards. If it doesn’t, the ACADA or M88 can’t be reissued to a unit that needs it. 
And you must include your unit identification and any radiation testing and tracking 
system (RATTS) transactions.
 If your ACADA or M88 does meet -10/20 standards, turn it in as serviceable 
excess following the FTE document identifier code (DIC) report of excess in AR 
725-50, Requisitioning, Receipt, and Issue System. 
 If for some reason you can’t submit an FTE, contact the ACADA item manager 
listed at the end of this article for instructions.
 If your ACADA or M88 can’t be repaired locally to meet -10/20 PMCS standards, 
contact your local warranty POC to check if it’s still under warranty. If it is, the 
warranty POC will give you shipping instructions so you can get the ACADA or M88 
repaired for free.
 If it’s not under warranty, contact the ACADA item manager for instructions on 
where to send it. You will need to fill out a Contamination Verification Status Report 
verifying that the ACADA or M88 hasn’t been exposed to chemical agent. The item 
manager will give you the report form. 
 For questions or shipping instructions, contact the item manager at DSN 793-
5680/(309) 782-5680 or email:

patricia.henderkott@us.army.mil
 For more info, see TACOM supply advisory message 05-09-016.

HowtoTurnintheACADA
hey, you’re 

not using me, 
so why don’t 
you turn me in 
so some other 
unit can give me 

some work?

good idea. 
but, I’m not 
sure how I 
do that.
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If you need to do CBRN training, but don’t want to use your “go-to-war” assets, 
the Joint Equipment Assessment Program (JEAP) Accountability and Disposal 
Project can help. They have chemical protection suits, gloves, and boots available 
for training. Send a written request for the clothing to:

smblogcomjeap@usmc.mil
or fax it to DSN 567-7961/6882 or (229) 639-7961/6882. Or you can submit your 
request online: 

http://shelflife.pmnbc.com
 Questions? Call DSN 567-7961/6528, (229) 639-7961/6528.
 Requests should include justification for the training gear, quantity needed, 
nomenclature and NSN of requested equipment, shipping address, delivery date 
request, and mode of shipping. You pay a handling fee and the shipping costs.

…New CBRN Website
For info on chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear (CBRN) defense 
equipment characteristics, capabilities, and acquisition, go to the Joint Acquisition 
CBRN Knowledge System (JACKS):

https://jacks.jpeocbd.osd.mil

CBRN Training Help and…
We need to 

do our cbrn 
training, but 

I hate to 
use you for 

training.

I want to 
save you for 

the real 
thing.

I can help 
for training. 
all you have 

to do is 
request me.
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Dotqgpm,butdoitsafely!Dotqgpm,butdoitsafely!
it doesn’t take a great deal of 
wisdom to know that generators 
present some safety hazards to 
you when you’re doing preventive 

maintenance.

here are some 
tqg hazards 

that need 
your attention 
before, after 

and during tqg 
pm.

YOUR FiRST 
SOURCE OF 

WiSDOM iS YOUR 
TM WiTH iTS 

WARNiNGS AND 
PROCEDURES.
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Generators generate 
high voltage… and high 
voltage can give you 
a shocking experience 

or even kill you.

chemicals like fuel 
and battery fluids 

give off dangerous 
gases.

make sure
your generator is 

properly grounded 
before you
start pm.

if you’re working on 
a generator at your 

shop, know where your 
shop safety board is…

some jobs 
might even 

require a mask 
or ventilator.
check your tm.

never attempt 
a pm job 

unless you are 
in a well-

ventilated 
area.

… and how to 
use each piece of 
equipment on the 

board!
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fuel is 
flammable 
and a fire 
can ruin 
your day. the q in tqg 

stands for 
quiet.

if the job 
dictates, protect 
yourself with fire 
retardant clothing 

and gloves.

protect yourself with rubber 
gloves and an apron.

battery acid 
can turn a 
good day 
bad, too.

but these generators 
are far from quiet 
when their panels are 

open while you’re
doing pm!

sO, wear 
hearing

protection!

hope you 
heard that 
good advice.

keep your sleeves 
down and your 

hands covered when 
working around hot 

equipment.

here’s some 
more…be 

aware of hot 
surfaces!

SO, NO 
SMOKiNG and 

no OPEN 
FLAMES NEAR 

FUEL!
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handling 
batteries 
is usually 
a part of 
tqg pm.

eye protection 
may not be your 
first safety 
thought, but…

remember the acid 
they contain and 
also how heavy 
they might be.

a two-
person 
lift may 
not LOOK 
COOL…

most pm starts with a 
thorough cleaning of 

the equipment.

…protect every area 
of your body that 

might get splashed!

use only tm
authorized cleaning 

chemicals and…

pressurized 
coolant spraying 

into your  eyes is a 
reminder you don’t 

want. SO LET THE 
TQG COOL DOWN 

BEFORE OPENiNG THE 
RADiATOR CAP.

wear 
goggles 

when
doing 
pm!

that’s good advice 
when using pressur-
ized air to clean a
generator, too.

just a speck 
of stuff 

blown into 
your eye…

…can do some 
big damage!

…but it 
may save 

you a 
toe!

FiLLiNG WiTH WATER AND 
LiGHT CLEANiNG CAN BE 
DONE WiTH THE BATTERY 
iNSTALLED. OTHERWiSE, 
REMOVE THE BATTERy.

KEEP THE AiR 
PRESSURE LESS 

THAN 30 PSI.

I PROBABLY
SHOULD'VE

WORN A DUST
MASK, TOO!
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if you want to live as 
long as us, don’t do 
tqg pm without first 
thinking how to do the 

task safely!

THiS iS NOT A 
COMPLETE LiST 
OF HAZARDS 

OR THE SAFETY 
NEEDED TO 

COMBAT THEM.

YOU NEED TO BE AWARE 
OF THiNGS LiKE JEWELRY, 

SHARP EDGES AND 
MOViNG PARTS, TOO!

DON’T FORGET, 
NORMAL PMCS iS 
DONE WiTHOUT 

THE SET RUNNiNG.
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Pilots, easy does it when handing the AN/APR-39 processor’s A7 card.
 Before a flight, don’t take the card—
also called the user data module (UDM) 
NSN 5841-01-201-8645—and just shove 
it into the box. It’s not a VCR tape! 
 Rough handling when you load or 
unload the card can damage its delicate 
internal pins. That won’t go over well 
with the AVIM shop if they have to 
repair or replace an A7 card because of 
negligence. Always be careful with the 
card. 
 If damage does occur, your bird 
won’t be identifying any hostile enemy 
weapons. And if it can’t do that, your 
bird is NMC.

Onaircraft,handleA7cardcarefully

Take It Easy
don’t get your 

rotors in a 
spin… I’ve got 
this, so relax!

AllAircraft… Take It Easy
you’ve heard 

“Take this 
job and 
shove it”, 

right?

well, don’t shove 
my a7 card when 

you install it into 
the processor.
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TR

1.50

0.50

2.75

0.50

0.813

0.25 1.54
0.56

0.06 R
max

Etch lines
and
lettering
both sides

 To avoid overfilling the 
gearboxes, check the lev-
el with the service tool, 
PN 2807, described in the 
IETM for the Longbow 
D-model or in Figure D-
462 of TM 1-1520-238-
23-9 for the A-model.

Mechanics, don’t be in a hurry to service your AH-64’s tail rotor,  intermediate and 
nose gearboxes after aircraft shutdown.
 First things first. Allow the grease to cool down for 15 minutes after helicopter  
rotor shutdown and be sure the bird is on level ground before servicing the gear-
boxes. That lets the grease cool and settle to the bottom of the gearbox. Otherwise, 
the inevitable happens—overfilling.  
 Overfilling the gear-
boxes can blow out seals 
and ground your bird. 
Grease can also leak from 
the tail rotor and the inter-
mediate gearbox breather 
top and fill port. That 
leaves a greasy mess for 
you to clean up.

Use
service
toolto
check
tailrotor
grease
level

Don’toverfillnosegearboxes

 During pre-flight inspections, check 
both gearboxes for excess grease and 
the nose gearboxes for excess oil and 
wipe them off with rags. Never use your 
finger as a dipstick unless you want hot 
grease to burn your fingers.  

Excess
greasewill
overfill
breather
topand
fillport

Overfilling is Overboard
AH-64A/D…

Overfilling is Overboard

One final note… under- 
filling is just as bad 

as overfilling.

here are 
the plans 
for the 
service 
tool.

you said it! 
underfilling 
will cause 
gearbox 
burn-up!

you’re cooled 
down enough. time 

to check your 
gearboxes.

good. the last 
mechanic didn’t 
wait 15 minutes 
and  overfilled 
my gearboxes.

NOTES:
•makefromNSN9535-00-084-4448,

PNQQ-A-250/11
•roundallsharpedges

•alldimensions
areininches
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Pilotsandmechanicshavediscoveredthatdesertcritterscanfindanyholetoliveandnest.
 If engine startup on your
Chinook sounds hung or like it’s
chokingonsand,theculpritcould
justbeadesertbugintheengine
hydro-mechanical unit (HMU)
venthole.Believeit!
 You know there’s a problem
because as soon as you crank
engine1or2,thepowerturbine
inlettemperature(PTIT)risesand
the N1 gauge doesn’t increase
past40percent.
 Have a mechanic inspect the
HMU’s atmospheric vent hole. It
couldhaveabuginthehole.
 Bugs make the hole a nest
and plug up the vent. This
prevents engine startup because
the atmospheric vent helps the
enginestostartproperly—aslong
astheventholeisclear.
 Clear up engine startup
problems by clearing out the
vent hole with a pipe cleaner,
NSN 9920-00-292-9946. This can
be done on the aircraft without
removingtheHMU.

CH-47D…

Duringstartup,
ifenginedoesn’t
start,checkPTIT
gauge…

…andN1
gauge

CheckHMUventholeonaircraft
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 ALSE techs, although there are many 
brands of ASEK knives, you’re only 
authorized to carry the knife approved 
by PM Air Warrior. And that’s the one 
from the Ontario Knife company. 
 The approved knife is being fielded 
with the Air Warrior gear. 
 If you’ve been ordering an ASEK 
knife, NSN 1095-12-361-3908, that 
looks like the one below, stop! It’s not 
approved.
 
 

 Here are the approved ASEK knife 
NSNs that’ll be fielded with the Air 
Warrior ensemble:

NSN
1095-01-518-

6832
6898
6875
6877

6879

Item

Knife system
Knife only
Sheath only
Strap cutter
Replacement blade
on strap cutter

 For info on the ASEK knife, contact 
John Jolly, DSN 876-6538, email 

john.jolly@
peoavn.redstone.army.mil 

AirWarrior … Aircrew
Survival

Egress
Knife

ALSEtechs,donotorderthisknife.
Itisnotauthorized.

Pilots, dressing out 
in your air warrior 

survival gear means 
you carry the right

stuff.

That 
includes 

the 
asek!
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Dear MSG Half-Mast,
 I got gigged for not having a ground 
strap on the base matching unit of 
the AS-3900A/VRC antenna, NSN 
5985-01-308-8988. 
 I argued that a ground strap was 
not necessary since the antenna 
was grounded by the RF cable. Since 
we couldn’t settle the argument, we 
said we’d ask you, and whatever you 
say, goes. 
 So, does the AS-3900A antenna 
really need that ground strap?   

PVT L.C.N.

Dear Private L.C.N.,
 Unless the ground strap that runs from the base matching unit to the vehicle is 
in place and working, your vehicle’s radio is not fully mission capable. So, yes, you 
really need that ground strap. 
 It is true that the shield braid on the RF cable has some continuity and offers 
some DC grounding. But the cable offers a poor RF ground. The braid of the cable 
itself offers a DC path back to ground, but has length all the way back to the radio. 
This length may render the braid useless as it may no longer be at ground potential 
for RF frequencies even if it is for DC. As a rule of thumb, keep the connection 
to ground as short as possible, which is best accomplished by using the ground 
strap. Furthermore, although the antenna is a center-fed dipole and predominately 
ground-plane independent, there are still currents on the antenna which need to be 
“tied-off” right at the base of the antenna. The little ground strap, NSN 6150-01-
214-5750, takes care of these currents, too. 
 That ground strap also helps in 
equalizing the electrical difference 
between the antenna and the vehicle it’s 
mounted on. This is vitally important 
to your health and the health of your 
equipment if the antenna comes in 
contact with a power line, suffers from 
a direct or nearby lightning strike or is 
tagged by an electro-magnetic pulse.
 So, make sure the ground strap 
from the AS-3900A/VRC antenna base 
matching unit is there and in good 
shape. If you need the screw that holds 
the ground strap to the base, order it 
with NSN 5305-01-225-2589. You’ll 
also need lock washer, NSN 5310-01-
205-9199. 
 The bolt holding the ground strap 
to the vehicle can be ordered with 
NSN 5306-00-225-9086. You’ll also 
need two lock washers, NSN 5310-00-
889-2527. This is a lock washer with 
gripping teeth. It will scar the paint 
on the HMMWV where you put it and 
ensure good metal to metal contact. 
Put one lock washer on the bolt, then 
the strap and the other washer. Finally, 
screw the bolt into place.

AS-3900A/VRC…

An Antenna Dilemma

Isstrapneeded?

Doyou
need
this
screw?

Doyou
need
this
bolt?

Putwasheron
bolt,thenstrap,
otherwasher

but, 
but…

listen 
to me…

but, I 
don’t need 

a strap!

yes, 
you
do!

dear MSG
Half-Mast…
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H-350
 The H-350 handset, NSN 5965-
01-128-3944, was made for the 
Air Force and has a six-pin con-
nector with a part number of SI-
329/U or AP-116. The H-350 has 
a wider microphone frequency re-
sponse range than the H-250. The 
H-350 is now the standard handset 
for tactical field telephone sets.
 The sixth pin on the H-350 is 
often called Pin F. Pin F is “hot” 
and gives the H-350 full-duplex 
operation over telephone circuits.

H-250
 The H-250, NSN 5935-
00-043-3463, has a five-
pin metallic connector 
plug, U-229A/U, NSN 
5935-00-992-2035. Other 
plugs are obsolete. The 
H-250 is wired differently 
than the H-350 and they 
are not interchangeable. 
The H-250 is used on 
Army tactical radios only. 

Compatibility
 The fly-in-the-ointment for these two handsets is compatibility. If the piece 
of equipment you are connecting up to is set to receive 5 pins, you can use both  
the H-250 and the H-350. The sixth pin on the H-350 will do nothing—no harm, 
no foul.
 However, if you hook up a five-pin 
connector to a six-pin receptacle, you 
will lose either a ground or duplex 
capabilities depending upon the piece 
of equipment. 
 Finally, do not hook the  
H-350 six-pin connector up to a six-
pin receptacle when that sixth pin is 
expecting a ground and instead getting 
a “hot” pin. This will cause static and 
feedback over your handset.

we’re 
here 
to do 
just 
that!

H-250,H-350
Handsets… ItCanBeConfusin’

When you hold 
an H-250 or 

H-350 handset 
chances are 

good you’re not 
confused about 
what to do or 
how to do it. 

it’s the other 
end of the 
handset…

…the end with 
the cable con-
nection, where 
things get a 

little crazy!

Some of the 
connectors 

have five pins 
and some have 

six. 

Some of the 
pins protrude 

a bit while 
others are 

almost flat to 
their surface.

Some of the pin 
surfaces are 
light blue 

while others are 
dark blue.

And some of 
the connectors 

are black, 
while others 

are metallic. 

it’s enough 
to make any 

communicator 
grab his head 
and shout—

STOP THE
MADNESS!

I’m a six-pin 
connector…
and I’m hot!

I’m 5-pin. and 
I’m not inter-
changeable!

I-I’m losing 
ground. what’s 

happening!?

you’re a five-
pin connector 
in a six-pin 
receptacle.
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Dear Sergeant D. A. J.,
 You’ve grabbed the brass ring and identified 
a problem that needs to be solved. A batch of 
eyecup adapter rings got in the supply system 
without threads. The supply system has been 
purged of these non-threaded rings so turn 
them in and order new threaded rings with 
NSN 5855-01-466-7891. Don’t try to glue the 
non-threaded rings in place! They are a little 
bit bigger than the threaded ones 
and glue won’t hold them.

AN/PVS-14MNVD…

Orderthreadedringswith
NSN5855-01-466-7891

Dear MSG Half-Mast,
 I have inspected many units that use the newest AN/PVS-14 
monocular night vision device (MNVD). I have been surprised at how many 
of these MNVDs don’t have the threaded eyecup adapter ring or have a 
loose one ready to back off and fall off.
 What’s with these non-threaded adapter rings? Should soldiers using 
the AN/PVS-14 check these rings for threads? 
       SFC D. A. J.

maybe 
these’ll 
help us 
find it!

Darnit! 
I lost 

another 
eyecup!
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Dear Private F.C.,
 The minimum designed load for any generator 
set is 50 percent of its rated load. This is the 
industry—and Army—standard. A generator set 
will run at a lighter load, but when it does, it is 
susceptible to wet stacking.
 Wet stacking can cause excessive carbon 
buildup in the exhaust system, cylinder wall 
glazing and stuck rings. This leads to blow-by 
past the rings, and drops of unburned fuel oil 
and condensation in the engine and premature 
engine failure.
 If a generator must run under light-load 
conditions, you should operate the set at rated 
load for at least one hour after every oil change. 
This will burn the excess carbon out of the 
exhaust system and reduce the
damage from wet stacking.       

Dear MSG Half-Mast,
  What is the minimum
amount of load a
generator can have and
still run efficiently?

       PVT F.C.

dear
private
f.c.…

Generators…

Running
Themat

Load
{sheesh!}
no wet-
stacking 
for that 

generator!

nope! it’s 
definitely 
got enough 

load!
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 Squeeze the dust and sand out of the dust cap on the bottom of the air filter element 
canister. Do this before the day’s run.
 Also, make sure the cap is in place on the canister. It has a bad habit of getting 
knocked off when the air hose or tools are removed from the canister’s storage 
compartment.

DustBowlPrecleaner
 The dust bowl precleaner 
collects fine dust before it gets 
into the cab air system’s air filter 
element. It’s located on the back 
of the excavator’s curbside rear 
fender.
 Remove the precleaner lid by 
unscrewing the wing-nut. Use a 
clean rag to wipe out dust and sand 
that collects inside the precleaner.

CabAirSystem
 The filter element for the cab’s 
air system is located next to your 
right elbow while sitting in the 
driver’s seat. 
 Most of the time, the air system 
keeps clean air circulating inside 
the cab, no matter how dusty the 
worksite is.
 But a loss of fresh air inside the 
cab is a signal for you to remove the 
filter element to see if it’s clogged 
with dust and sand. If so, clean it 
with low-pressure air, blowing 
from the inside to the outside.

The new interim high mobility engineer excavator (IHMEE) is a real workhorse for 
excavating, moving and dumping dirt and sand at the worksite.
 To keep your IHMEE on the job, get real familiar with TM 5-2420-230-10. You 
can find it on LOGSA’s ETM site if your copy grew legs. Also heed these PM tips for 
smooth airflow through the excavator’s air filters.

AirFilterBrushoff
 A clean air filter 
element is crucial 
in dusty and sandy 
areas. Keep an eye on 
the air filter restriction 
gauge. It’s located on 
the dash board. If the 
gauge reads above 25 
in H20 (625 mmH20),  
it means the air filter 
element is dirty and 
needs to be cleaned.
 Your mechanic will use 
low-pressure air—30 psi or 
less—from inside to outside 
to loosen dirt and sand from 
the filter element. Never bang 
the element on a hard surface. 
That damages it. Replace the 
element once a year, or after 
six cleanings.

Air 
Flow

on the 
Go!

IHMEE…

Air 
Flow

on the 
Go!

here are some 
pm tips for 
‘air flow on 

the go’!

Replace
airfilter
element
aftersix
cleanings

Wipedustout
ofprecleaner

Removecabfilter
elementandcleanit

remember… 
for a smooth 

airflow, do 
your proper 
pm on these 

filters!

Keepaneyeontheair
filterrestrictiongauge
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IHMEE…

NeedtoVent

Operators, the excavator’s fuel tank needs to vent…but that’s OK!
 There’s a breather under the hood on the curbside that allows filtered air to vent 
in-and-out of the excavator’s fuel tank. In dusty conditions the filter gets clogged. 
 A clogged filter causes a vacuum in the fuel tank, starving the engine for fuel. No 
fuel…no engine running…no construction operations!
 So, when the engine runs rough or not at all, eyeball the fuel tank’s breather. 
 Look dirty?
 If so, at the work site, remove the breather, tap it to remove dust and sand and 
replace it. Back in the motorpool, clean the breather with cleaning compound 
solvent, MIL-PRF-680, when it gets real dirty and clogged. Just make sure it’s dry 
before reinstalling. 

where’s 
that 

coughing 
coming 
from?

here…under my
hood… {cough cough}

can’t…breathe!

a clogged 
filter causes 
a vacuum in 

the fuel tank, 
starving the 
engine for 

fuel.



LooseFitting
 An M4K forklift that can’t lift a load isn’t 
a forklift—it’s NMC!
 If your forklift lifts erratically, it probably 
has a hydraulic leak. The usual suspect is 
the elbow fitting that connects the hydraulic 
line to the main hydraulic lift cylinder.
 Vehicle vibration loosens the fitting and 
lets hydraulic fluid leak out. A loss of fluid 
starves the vehicle’s hydraulic pump. Then 
the forklift won’t lift.
 Before that happens, check out that 
elbow. Raise the forks a foot off the ground 
and put jack stands under them. Turn off the 
engine, then get on your hands and knees 
and eyeball the elbow fitting. It’s directly 
under the forklift’s lift rack.
 If it’s leaking, get your mechanic to 
tighten the fitting and add hydraulic fluid 
until the dipstick shows FULL.

NoStepHere
 The cylinder rod for the forklift’s 
steering arm seems to make a handy 
step when you climb into the cab 
from the curbside.
 Problem is, your boot can scratch 
the cylinder rod. A scarred rod ruins 
the wiper seal, causing a hydraulic 
fluid leak. 
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 To save costly repairs and down-
time, get on the forklift from the 
roadside and keep your feet off the 
cylinder rods. 

M4K
Forklifts…

Tightenfitting

ouch!
get your 

foot 
off!

   ere are two PM tips to keep in mind before you start forking and lifting.

what 
gives?

urnh! I’ve 
lost my lifting 

strength!
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FireSafety

Laws of Tent Living • Use only heaters approved 
for military use—like 
those in the family of space 
heaters (FOSH).

• Station a fire extinguisher 
by each door.

• Never use hot plates,
microwaves or irons.
• Make sure all lights and 
electrical devices are turned 
off when you leave.
• Don’t use frayed, spliced 
or damaged extension cords.
• Don’t hang wet clothes or 
put other objects on top of 
interior wiring.
• Make sure the voltage 
entering your tent matches 
the voltage of your 
appliances. For instance, 
don’t plug a 110-volt 
appliance into an outlet 
providing 220-volt power. 
You’ll not only lose the 
appliance, but you could 
start a fire. You need to get a 
transformer.
• No smoking within 50 feet 
of tents. And no smoking on 
decks or additions. Keeping 
your distance is especially 
important if your tent has 
been soaked in kerosene to 
repel insects.

Laws of Tent Living
Roughing it in 
a tent month 

after month is 
tough duty.

Who knows 
that better 
than you?

Tent living 
makes special 

demands on your 
safety, health 
and sanitation.

We’ve
compiled a 

few “laws of 
tent living” 

you may want 
to consider…

That’s why a 
tent city needs 
some sensible 
housing rules, 
guidelines to 
protect you, 
your buddies, 
shelter and 

gear. 
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HealthandSanitation

• Don’t play with the air 
conditioner controls. If you set 
the unit below 68°F, it could 
freeze up. Then you’ll have 
no cool air for the two to three 
hours it takes for the unit to 
thaw out.

• Depending on local SOP, 
generators might be taken 
down daily for maintenance. Be 
prepared for those times you’ll 
have no air conditioning and 
possibly no electrical power.
• Do not block doors. Make sure 
to keep the halls and doorways 
clean and free of obstructions.
• Inspect the tents monthly or  
as needed. 

finally, Post 
the rules 

and appoint a 
monitor in each 
tent. He’s there 
to make sure 
the rules are 

followed.

• In the heat of summer it’s hard to 
keep a tent cool. Consider buying a 
fan at the PX to help circulate air.

• Don’t eat or store food in tents. 
Food attracts insects, mice, rats and 
snakes—and you don’t need extra 
bunk mates.

• Take out the garbage each day.



There’s nothing quite like a relaxing 
sauna at the gym after a stressful day. 
Just lie back, close your eyes and feel 
the warmth blanket you while your 
muscles relax. Feels good to unwind.
 But there’s another kind of sauna 
that doesn’t feel so good. It’s the kind 
you get while working in your wet 
weather parka and trousers on a hot 
day. They’re made of nylon coated 
on both sides with polyurethane. The 
fabric doesn’t breathe.
 In other words, the material blocks 
air from getting in and body heat 
from escaping.
 Imagine what happens if you’re 
bundled up tight in parka and 
trousers, doing hard physical work 
on a hot day. At first you’ll sweat 
buckets and later you’ll suffer from 
heat exhaustion.
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WetWeather
Parkaand
Trousers…    the
unsafe 
sauna

So, loosen 
or open the 

fasteners on 
your parka 

and trousers 
to get some 
ventilation.

Ontheparka,loosen
oropenthefollowing
fasteners:

Onthe
trousers,
loosenor
openthe
hook-and-
pilefastener
oneach
leghem.

•drawcord
inthehood •front

zipper

•hook-and-pilefastener
wherethefrontofthehood
meetsthebodyoftheparka

•drawcordatthe
bottomoftheparka

•hook-and-pilefastener
oneachsleevecuff



Size

1
2
3
4
5

Heavy Duty Work Gloves
Leather with gauntlet cuff. 

Strap  and buckle for tightening.
For men and women.

NSN
8415-00-268- 

7871
7872
7869
7870
7868

Size

Small
Medium
Large

Anti-Contact Glove
Cotton with leather palm
and finger. Gauntlet cuff.

For men and women.

NSN
8415-00-227- 

1220
1221
1222

How to AVOiD the
hotmetalhandshake

Gloves… How to AVOiD the
HOTMETALHANDSHAKE

metal 
burns 
sure 
do 

hurt!

As this young 
soldier has so 

graphically 
demonstrated…

 …working around metal 
on a hot, sunny day can 
be like shaking hands 
with a sizzling skillet!

 if you want to avoid the 
hot metal handshake, 
cover up with gloves.

They’re not just 
for cold weather 

anymore.
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Remembertouseyoursensestotellthedifferencebetweenthecans:
•Sight:Seethenumber
ofhandlesandtheFUEL
orWATERlabel.
•Touch:Feelthe
numberofhandlesand
theshapeofthecap.
•Smell:Smellforfuel
odor.
•Hearing:Listenwhen
youunscrewthecap.
Afuelcanhaspent-up
vaporsandwillalways
makeahissingsound.

Similarities
 Fuelandwater
cans are alike in
someways.Both
have the same
sizeandbasically
the same shape.
They have an X
depressed into
the surrounding
plastic surface.
And both come
inolivedraband
sandcolors.

Differences
 Inoutward
appearance,fuel
andwatercans
differinthree
ways:bythe
labels,capsand
handles.Getto
knowallthree.

SmellforfuelodorFuelcanhasthreehandles

Watercanhasonehandle

Fueland
Water
Cans… KnowtheDifference

Label

Cap

Handle

Fuel Cans

FUEL
Smooth on top.
Retaining strap
fixed to its center.
Has three handles.

Water Cans

WATER
Has two small caps within the
larger cap: one for the breather,
another for the pouring spout. 
Has one handle. 

Mistaking a 5-gal fuel 
can for a 5-gal water 
can could be a formula 

for disaster!

these disasters 
include: damaged
equipment, lost 

property, and third-
degree burns.

For safety’s sake, 
learn to tell cans 

apart. Here’s a good 
place to start your 

schooling…

Fuelandwatercanshavebasicallythesameshape



IndividualEfforts
 You won’t help your cause by just telling your pubs clerk to order the HMMWV 
-10 TMs. Provide them the pub’s full number and title, and the date of publication.
 Tell the pubs clerk why you need the number of copies you’re requesting. They’ll 
have to justify it with the unit pubs officer.
 Know whether you’re asking for a printed tech manual, an electronic manual 
(EM) compact disc, an interactive electronic tech manual CD (IETM), or a 
publication such as PS Magazine.

GettingPubsatYourHomeBase
 If your home base is in CONUS or PACOM, you’ll use the normal method of 
ordering pubs from the Army Publishing Directorate (APD) using the -12-series 
ordering form. 
 First, your pubs clerk and officer have to be 
appointed, in writing, by the commander. Then the 
pubs clerk has to set up an account with APD. 
 The APD has an 18-page PowerPoint tutorial for 
pubs clerks to establish and maintain unit accounts:

http://www.apd.army.mil/
 On the APD homepage use the “Orders/Subscriptions/Reports” tab to locate 
“Establish an Account” and read the TUTORIAL.
 Finding PS Magazine on the APD pubs listing used to be confusing. You had to 
know we were listed as TB 43–PS-xxx. 
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 This year APD added 
PS Magazine to the al-
phabetical listing in the 
left-hand column on the 
APD ON-LINE OR-
DERING web page. You 
can scroll down to and 
click on PS Magazine. 
Click on SUBSCRIBE, 
enter the quantity need-
ed, and click on ADD 
TO SELECTION. 
 To order a tech man-
ual, you scroll down the 
same left-hand column 
to TMs, click on it, then 
scroll down the main 
column to the TM you 
need. 

Dear Half-Mast:
 We get requests for 
tech manuals all the time. 
It seems that soldiers 
don’t know where or how 
to get them. PS Magazine 
has written about how 
units can find out what 
publications they need. 
Could you do an article 
that tells soldiers how to 
order their TMs?
    
   
                J.S.
       TACOM-RI

DAForm12-R,therequest
forpubsaccount,canbe
downloadedfromtheAPD
website:
http://www.apd.army.mil

How
to

uparmored 
fmtv cabs 
sure are 

heavy. I’ll 
bet ps has 

written 
about ‘em.

you think? 
too bad 

you’re not 
getting ps 
here in the 
sandbox.

we did 
write about 
supports 
for the 

fmtv cab in 
ps 635…

…and 
you can 
get ps 
in swa!

mr j.s.,
I sure can!

the simple 
answer is to 
visit the unit 
publications 

clerk and tell 
him what and 
how many are 

needed.

But, that’s 
not quite the 

whole story. 
Here’s the low-

down…
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GettingPubsinEuropeandSWA
 If you’re stationed in Europe, you’ll use the Army in Europe Publishing System 
(AEPUBS) to order your pubs.
 If your CONUS/PACOM unit is deployed to SWA your rear detachment can 
maintain your APD account, but your deployed force must establish a V-account 
through AEPUBS to get any -12-series publications.  
 Units deploying from Europe to SWA will also open a V-account.  Their normal 
pubs account remains open for use by the rear detachment.
 To establish a deployed V-account visit the AEPUBS website:

https://aepubs.army.mil
 Click on “Frequently Asked Questions” and go to the third question: “How Do I 
Establish a Deployed Publications Account?”

 AEPUBs customer service telephone numbers are: DSN 314-384-6881/6882/ 
6883/6884. Their fax number is DSN 314-370-6568, or commercial 0149-6221-
57-6568. Or, use their email address:

customer.service@usapdce.aepubs.army.mil 
Don’t go without the 
pubs that support 
your maintenance 
activities. Tech 

pubs are combat 
multipliers that keep 
equipment in the hands 

of warfighters.

APDRearDetachment
Accounts

 When units with APD -12-series 
accounts deploy to SWA the deployment 
is not handled as the change of address 
we described in PS 591, Page 59:  

https://www.logsa.army.mil/
pub/psissues/ps_591.pdf

Instead, rear detachments can keep 
the normal account open at normal or 
reduced distribution levels.
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SoldiersforgetthingstheyweretaughtatMOSschool.Throwinnewequipment,MWOs,
SOUMs,changinglevelsofmaintenance,revisedpublications,combatdeploymentsand
theresultinglackofTMsandit’seasytoseethatevenmotivatedmaintenancesoldiers
haveahardtimekeepingtheirskillssharp.
 Anonlineuniversityhelpsfillthegap.TheelectronicOrdnanceUniversity(eOrdnanceU)
isanonlineserviceofferedbytheOrdnanceCenterandSchools.
 Ordnance soldiers and civilians can access courses through the OMMU Blackboard,
downloadtrainingmaterials,andholddiscussionswiththeirpeersandsubjectmatter
experts.
 AccessisavailableusingyourAKOloginandpassword.


DOWNLOADS and FORUMS

BDAR training information
Tracked vehicle schematics,
TSPs, simulations and other
documentation
General maintenance — 
basic knowledge/skills
Wheeled vehicle manuals,
TSPs, simulations, CBTs and
other documentation 
  

General/mission-specific discussions

Maintenance tips and questions

Military packaging technology 

Ordnance NCO Academy/officer
training 

 VisittheeOrdnanceUwebsite:
https://ordnanceu.army.mil

 IfyouencounterproblemsontheOMMUwebsiteyoucancontact:
eouadmin@apg.army.mil

Here’s a
sample of 
what you 

may find at
eordnanceu.

what’re 
you doing?

I’m refreshing 
my memory on 
maintenance 

matters.

keeping up with 
maintenance know-

how requires 
a continuing 

effort.

Education for
Ordnance Soldiers

Internet…
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OST
CRIPTS

Notebook Computer Battery Fires
DoyouhaveoneoftheseDelllaptopcomputers?Models:LatitudeD410,D505,D510,D600,
D610, D800, D810; Inspiron 510M, 600M, 6000, 8600, 9200, 9300; XPS Gen 2 Precision M20,
andM70.Ifso,youneedtocheckthebatteries.ThebatterieswhichwerebundledwithDell
notebooks and also sold as add-ons can overheat and catch fire. Affected batteries were
shippedbetween05Oct04and13Oct05.ThesebatteriesarenowbeingrecalledbyDell.To
findoutifyouhaveabatterysubjecttothisrecallgotowebsite:

http://www.dellbatteryprogram.com/batterymodels.ASPX

Battery Testing
for TS-24B

NeedtoknowhowtotesttheBA-5368/U
battery used in the AN/PRC-90 survival
radio, NSN 6135-01-455-7947, part of the
TS-24Bradioset?Goto
http://www.monmouth.army.mil/

cecom/lrc/lrc.html
ClickonBatterySupport.Inthetoolssearch
box,typeinBA-5368andclickonAdvisory
MessageNumber8.It’llinstructyouhowto
testtheBA-5368battery.

Repairing the
RT-1539 Correction

TheGeneralDynamicsBragglocationforsending
RT-1539’sforrepairlistedonPage42ofPS621is
wrong.Crossitoutandreplaceitwith:
GeneralDynamics,RSC
Bldg8-6812
ButnerandLettermanStreet
FtBragg,NC28310

Send In
Unserviceable

M40/M42 Facepieces
If you have unserviceable or excess M40A1/
M42A2 mask facepieces, send them to Pine
BluffArsenalforrepair.Facepiecesareacritical
item that the Army needs to keep in stock.
Facepieceshavea06priority. TheDODAAC is
W41CE8.Theyshouldbesentto:
XUWOK4USAOSC
PineBluffArsenal
ArmyNon-AmmoFieldServiceACCT
53990507thSt
PineBluff,AR71602-9500
Questions? Contact TACOM at DSN 793-3053/
(309)782-3053oremail:

Vanattad@ria.army.mil

Get New PATS DVD
TechnologyhasrunaheadoftheinstructionalDVDthatcamewiththeM41PATS.TheDVDno
longerworksonmostcomputers.SotheArmyhasproducedanup-to-datePATSDVDthatdoes
work.WhenyourPATScomesbackfromcalibrationormaintenanceatRedstoneArsenal,AL,
thenewDVDwillcome,too.Ifyoudon’twanttowait,getafreeonebycallingDavidMayat
DSN584-5961/(410)-436-5961oremailingdavid.may3@us.army.mil

CardforM2
Headspacing,Timing

Armorers, thanks to a pocket-sized card now
available on the Internet, you never need
to worry about your M2 gunners having the
correct headspacing and timing procedures.
Thecardlistsallthesteps.Downloaditat

https://aeps2.ria.army.mil/commodity/win/
tacom/M2_Head.pdf

UseyourAKOpasswordtologin.Printenough
cardsforallyourgunnersandafewmorefor
spares.Getthemlaminatedsothey’lllast.

Duffel Buckles
You know those little buckles that hold
together the shoulder straps on your
duffelbag,NSN8465-01-117-8699?Don’t
waste your time trying to order them.
They’renotavailableintheArmysupply
system.Theonlywaytogetthebucklesis
throughsalvage.Askthepeopleatyour
clothingissuefacility(CIF).Theymayhave
afewbuckleslyingaround.

UpgradedM915A4TransmissionECU
IfyourunithasM915A4tractortrucks,there’sanupgradedtransmission
electroniccontrolunit(ECU).Itallowsthevehicletoreachspeedsupto
65mphforthosetimesyouneedspeedtostayoutofdanger.TheNSN
is2920-01-521-7476.

Turn In
Unserviceable
Hellfire LEA

Hellfire M299 LEAs (launcher electronics
assemblies), NSN 1440-01-484-9151, are
in critically short supply. If you have
unserviceable ones, turn them in ASAP
sotheycanberepairedandputintothe
supplysystem.Sendtheassembliesto:
DefenseDistributionDepotAnniston
SW3120(JosephineBoyd)
Bldg382(MarkforB64Account)
7FrankfordAve
Anniston,AL36201-4199
If you have questions, contact the Joint
AttackMunitionSystemsProjectOfficeat
DSN746-7052/(256)876-7052.

Firefinder Seat NSN Changed
TheAN/TPQ-36(V)8FirefindervehicularseatshownonPageB-4inTM11-5840-380-10isno
longeravailable.Orderfoldingchair,NSN7105-00-269-8463,instead.

Safeguarding COMSEC
EquipmentliketheAN/CYZ-10datatransferdeviceneedsspecialsafeguarding,accountingand
storageprocedures,whetherithascryptoloadedornot.Ifyouusethistypeofequipment,keep
acopyofAR380-40,PolicyforSafeguardingandControllingCommunicationsSecurity,andTB
380-41,ProceduresforSafeguarding,AccountingandSupplyControlofCOMSECMaterial,on
hand.It’salsogoodtohavetheCCIsecuritypamphlet,DAPam25-380-2,SecurityProcedures
forControlledCryptographicItems.
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Tire Cages Age!

Replace tire cages when you find:
• cracked or bent components

• pitting from corrosion 
• cracked welds

For more tire and cage info: TM 9-2610-200-14

y’see these 
cracks? they 

make me 
a safety 
hazard!

h0-hold 
on there, 
youngun’! 


